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Fiddler's Green - Devil's Dozen (2016)

1 Devil's Dozen 3:13 2 Bottoms Up 3:03 3 Down 3:46 4 Boat On The River 3:05 5
Perfect Gang 4:04 6 Leaving Of Liverpool 3:09 7 Johnny 3:13 8 Bad Boys 2:53 9 Blame
It On Me 4:42 10 All The Way 3:53 11 Mr. Tickle 4:22 12 Here We Go Again 3:28 13 We
Won't Die Tonight 3:22
Tobi Heindl - violin, vocals Steve Klug - accordion, bodhran Ralf
‘Albi’ Albers - vocals, guitar, bouzouki, mandolin, banjo Pat Prziwara - vocals, electric and
acoustic guitars, bouzouki, mandolin, banjo Rainer Schulz - bass Frank Jooss - drums,
percussion + Colin Goldie - Low Whistle, Flute Vincent Sorg - Piano Marco Zorzytzky Uilleann Pipes

After they have celebrated their 25th anniversary, Fiddler’s Green is releasing another
studio-album ‘Devil’s Dozen’. What’s in a title? Well, everything is in the title. A devil’s dozen of
songs, 13 in a row, but not the usual ones. Fiddler’s Green has jumped out of their box, like a
devil. Not a lot traditional Irish songs on this one, oh no, despite they do a very nice job with the
well known song ‘Leaving of Liverpool’, they managed to fill this album with lots of fun stuff. A
number of covers, but not of the traditional folk songs, although they’re old ones, but the album
is nonetheless FOLKY AS HELL.

In the second track you might put up your ‘worried difficult face’ when they do ‘Bottoms up’, a
song which reminds you of songs from the hitcharts, but they pull it off and give it a nice
Fiddler’s Green touch. But they really got me with ‘Down’, when I heard it the first time I couldn’t
appreciate it at all, the song seemed to be all over the place, but with every time I listen to it, it
grew and grew. And at this point I have to stop writing when I’m listening to it, because I can’t sit
still, what a perfect thing they created, the touch of ‘El Condor Pasa’ is simply brilliant.

When you’re as old as I am, you might remember ‘Boat on the River’ once quite a ‘hit’, a ballad
from a metalband. It’s in songs like this, just like in the next one ‘Perfect Gang’, Tobias gives his
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mark to this album. The violin is playing a more prominent role then ever on ‘Devil’s Dozen’.

They even take things a little louder then usual with the punky rocksong ‘All the Way’, in which
we get ska-rhythms on top.

Fiddler’s Green has done a magnificent job with this album, covering songs, are better lending
ideas. This album has lots of moments when you think ‘this song???”, but in the end they’re all
rebuild in a brilliant way, giving you lots of joy. I love it!!! Let’s play ‘Down’ once again…
---Michel, folk-metal.nl
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